USAID Pays for Afghan Hospitals that do not Exist

Global Emissions Pledges not Enough yet: UN

Dostum Links Jihadi Council’s Success to Cooperation with Govt.

BF Assists Quake Survivors of Nangarhar

China will Provide Emergency Relief Supplies of 10 mn Yuan to Afghanistan

USAID Won’t Abandon Afghanistan Until Peace Restored: Haysom

"Because it is a very good step, it is actually a step forward," Dostum said, adding that "if their activities are coordinated with the government, they will be helpful otherwise they will not succeed." These statements came after unconfirmed reports emerged that the Taliban were paying to government contractors to control the Logar Jirga - a council used regularly for local issues. However, the council members refused to comment on the issue.

"We have chosen the way of cooperation between the 70 years of the UN experience and the mainly Afghan people. But more importantly what it recognises is that they can do nothing through its capacity to work with Afghanistan," he told an event in Kabul recently. "More on Polt.-"
True Spirit of Democratic Protections

It is really imperative for all the active and vigilant citizens of the state to have a positive role in the society. However, in order to benefit from political initiatives, the people must be aware of the challenges they face. Awareness regarding the social and political developments in society would definitely assist them to a great extent and they would be a catalyst in bringing about vital changes.

Within the political system, one can bring changes both through political awareness and political activism. Political awareness involves gaining knowledge about the nature, functions, and influences of the political system from them and utilizing it practically in promoting the government or other political institutions and groups to change their policies or their functioning.

Political activism, on the other hand, is the act of being a part of a citizen in a democratic system and taking part in the change. The political activists believe that the values of being violations or certain policies of the government are not being fulfilled. They can be seen on the streets and their voices are readily heard. However, it is not always possible to know if their actions can lead to any positive change.

Dr Yaspiyan Regmi

Recovering Economy after Quake

By Dr Yaspiyan Regmi

The massive earthquake that hit Nepal on April 25 took lives of tens of thousands of people in the country. It hit the country's most affected almost one-fifth of the Nepalese. Nepal, in several human tragedy, is one of the densest regions of the country. In fact, buildings and houses have been completely destroyed. Half a million houses have been completely damaged. This has led to widespread destruction. It is estimated that about 90% of homes have been destroyed, while 10% have been partially destroyed. The government, with the help of the international community, is working to rebuild the destroyed areas. The government and international organizations are providing aid and assistance to the affected areas. The Nepalese people are showing great resilience and hope for a better future. The government has taken several initiatives to recover the economy after the earthquake.

The government has launched several initiatives to recover the economy after the earthquake. The government has announced several relief packages to support the affected people. The government has also taken steps to attract foreign investment to rebuild the affected areas. The government has also launched several programs to support the affected people, such as the Reconstruction Trust Fund and the Nepal Trust Fund.

The government has also taken steps to attract foreign investment to rebuild the affected areas. The government has also launched several programs to support the affected people, such as the Reconstruction Trust Fund and the Nepal Trust Fund.
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The 70th anniversary of the Afghan National Army (ANA) on November 9, 2015, is an important event that marks the history and development of Afghanistan's security forces. The ANA is a vital component of the Afghan government's efforts to maintain security and stability in the country. The event was attended by military and civilian leaders from various countries, including Afghanistan's President, Ashraf Ghani, and other dignitaries. The celebrations included a parade of military vehicles, live music, and speeches from top officials. The event was a testament to the Afghan National Army's commitment to protecting the security of the country and its citizens.

The Afghan National Army has played a crucial role in the country's post-war reconstruction efforts, providing security, and ensuring peace and stability. The ANA has faced numerous challenges, including training and equipping soldiers, dealing with insurgent groups, and combating terrorism. The Afghan government has made significant investments in the ANA's infrastructure, equipment, and training programs to improve its effectiveness.

The Afghan National Army has also played a critical role in the country's national security and defense. The ANA has conducted successful operations against terrorist groups and insurgent forces, helping to protect the Afghan people and maintain peace and stability in the region. The Afghan government is committed to continue its efforts to strengthen the Afghan National Army and ensure its success in maintaining security and stability in Afghanistan.

As part of the 70th anniversary celebrations, the Afghan National Army organized various activities, including a military parade, a cultural festival, and a ceremony to recognize the contributions of the Afghan National Army to the country's security and defense. The event was an opportunity to honor the sacrifices made by the Afghan National Army and to thank the soldiers for their service in maintaining peace and stability in Afghanistan.
13.5 Mn People need Protection, Humanitarian Assistance in Syria: OCHA

GENEVA - The United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) said on Friday that 13.5 million people were in need of some sort of protection or humanitarian assistance in Syria. The figure represents an increase of some 1.2 million people since the beginning of this year. "Over the last 10 months, according to OCHA, humanitarian needs in Syria have remained highly concentrated in a few districts where some 11 million people live in hard-to-reach areas, meaning that the UN has been unable to reach only a small fraction of those as a result of persistent violence, insecurity, human rights violations and infrastructure destruction," the agency said.

Top Legislative Starts AID Agreement

Conflict Violence Denies Millions of Iraqi Children Access to Education: UNECE

GENEVA - The United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF) on Friday offered to help 2.5 million children in Iraq who have been unable to attend schools due to conflict. "Assessments of the situation in education show that nearly one million children remain out of school and with whom already last year in the country," UNICEF said. "The AID agrees that the security situation in important and encourages all stakeholders to do their utmost efforts to ensure that the children have access to basic education. The AID also recognizes the efforts made by the Iraqi government to provide a new platform to ensure that all children can continue their education in a safe and healthy environment." (More on PA.43-24)

Violence Denies Millions of Iraqi Children Access to Education: UNECE

"UNICEF is calling on all parties to the conflict to allow UNICEF and UNHCR to continue to reach children in need," the agency said. "UNICEF is committed to doing everything possible to provide emergency education to children in Iraq." (More on PA.43-24)

S. Korea, Japan hold Commerce Minister Meetings

SEOUL - Commerce ministers of South Korea and Japan held a meeting in Seoul on Monday to discuss ways to strengthen economic and trade relations between the two countries. "The meeting is very important in terms of trade and economic relations between the two countries," a source said. (More on PA.43-24)

Russia Holds Military War Exercises Involving Numerous Missile Launches

MOSCOW - The Russian military has conducted a series of ballistic and cruise missile launches from bases across the country in a demonstration of the nation's military strength. The Defense Ministry said Friday that the launches had involved missiles from sites across the country and in the air and in the sea, showcasing the capabilities of the largest launcher in the world. The war games come as tensions rise between Russia, the United States, China, and others, in a growing number of military exercises in the region. (More on PA.43-24)

17 Refugees Driven off Vietnam

ATHENS - Seventeen refugees and six illegal immigrants have been removed from the area near the Greek island of Lesbos and were moved to nearby islands, while the remaining six were searched in order to ensure that there were no illegal immigrants among them. The search did not reveal any illegal immigrants. (More on PA.43-24)

Houthi's Say Efforts to Find Political Solution have Failed

DUBAI - A senior Houthi leader said on Thursday that the Houthis had backed peace talks for the first time since the civil war broke out in 2014 and that the United States and Saudi Arabia had continued aggression. "The US and Saudi Arabia have been plotting to destroy the revolution and its achievements," Houthi's senior leader said. "We will continue our efforts to find a political solution to the crisis." (More on PA.43-24)

Polish Court Rejects Polanski's Extradition to U.S.

MARAN - A Polish court on Friday decided that extradition of director Roman Polanski to the United States would be "unfair, disproportionate and unsuitable." The court's decision is likely to inflame passions in both countries, as the case has been a sore point for decades. (More on PA.43-24)

Armenia, Tajikistan Agree to Expand Bilateral Cooperation

DUSHANBE - Armenia and Tajikistan have signed a number of agreements on economic cooperation, including a number of agreements on economic cooperation. The two countries also signed a number of agreements on cooperation in the field of energy and transportation. (More on PA.43-24)

Tran Backs Six-Month Syria ‘Transition’ at Vienna Peace talks

VIENNA - Vietnam has signaled that it backs a six-month transition period in Syria under UN auspices, followed by elections to a constitutional assembly, a proposal floated by the United Nations on Tuesday but which the Syrian government has rejected as a "trick to keep them in power." (More on PA.43-24)

Neighboring News

Merkel Visits Premier Li’s Home Province

BERLIN - German Chancellor Angela Merkel visited on Friday the home province of Chinese Premier Li Keqiang in Shanxi Province. It is the first time that a German leader has visited the home province of a Chinese Premier. "I look forward to the event, which will be jointly attended by the German and Chinese leaders," Merkel said. "It will be a great opportunity for our countries to strengthen cooperation in various fields." The German Chancellor announced a number of initiatives during her visit, including a joint conference on the future of bilateral exchange and cooperation, joint meetings, as well as an agreement to create a joint conference on the future of bilateral exchange and cooperation, which will be attended by the leaders of the two countries' local governments. "The two leaders were welcomed by students and staff members of the provincial universities." (More on PA.43-24)

Sharif Says will Not Tolerate US CPEC Infringements

ISLAMABAD - Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif said on Friday that the US government had no right to impose sanctions and infringement of the country's sovereignty. "The US government's proposal will not be tolerated," Sharif said. (More on PA.43-24)

Armenia, Tajikistan Agree to Expand Bilateral Cooperation

DUSHANBE - Armenia and Tajikistan have signed a number of agreements on economic cooperation, including a number of agreements on cooperation in the field of energy and transportation. (More on PA.43-24)

Tran Backs Six-Month Syria ‘Transition’ at Vienna Peace talks

VIENNA - Vietnam has signaled that it backs a six-month transition period in Syria under UN auspices, followed by elections to a constitutional assembly, a proposal floated by the United Nations on Tuesday but which the Syrian government has rejected as a "trick to keep them in power." (More on PA.43-24)
British Army to Train ANSF

KABUL - A senior British Army officer who lives with his family in Pakistan will be in Afghanistan for the next 12 months helping to train the Army there in the fight against the Taliban.

Lt Col Ben Holland, commanding officer of the 4th Battalion Yorkshire Regiment, flew out last Sunday and will become a mentor at the Afghanistan National Officer Academy.

The 34-year-old, whose wife, Anne, teaches English at Pakistan School, admitted he will miss his family - there are three daughters aged 20, 19 and 14 - and his rugby union when he is a return having previously played the game at school half.

After he left school in Blackpool, Lancashire, he joined the Army as a Private in 1997 and became an officer after his basic training. He left the Army in 2005 and became a mentor.

He was a school business manager for a few years but then took a full-time Army reservist for the last five years. Lt Col Holland said: "My father was in the Army and it was something I always wanted to do. I have enjoyed life in the Army. It has been great and I have had a really exciting and varied life and I've been on a very interesting."" Lt Col Holland, who has lived in Pakistan for around seven years, has served in Northern Ireland, Bosnia and has done three tours of Iraq. "(Photo on P4)"

Nations Weigh Ceasefire, Transition Plan in Syria

VIENNA - The US states, Russia and other regional and world powers were consolidating a new plan Friday to set up a ceasefire in Syria within the next four to six months, officials said. Transition government fearing President Bashar Al- sad and opposition members, officials said. The Associated Press said how long it would take to reach an agreement was unclear.

The incident was said to be in support of the US-led coalition against the terrorists in the country. "(More on P4)"

Quake-Stricken Afghan Villagers Self-Help Amid Relief Operation

PAZARAD/AKHADARAD - Quake-stricken villagers in Afghanistan have been bol- dering their best to help them- selves while waiting relief from aid agencies since the devastating 7.5-magnitude earthquake struck parts of the country on Oct. 26. "Up to 15 districts of eastern Khorasan province had been af- fected by the quake. Dozens of buildings have collapsed. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide. No army rescue work has yet been carried out by landslide."

Italians to up Contingent in Afghanistan

BOLOGNA - Italy is to swell its forces in Afghanistan to make up for the return home of a Spanish contingent bear with for Peace Forces. Defense Undersecretary Domenico Rosi told the House in Rozzino. "The government has de- cided to reconvene the meeting of the Italian contingent of the European Union and to increase its numerical conformity "of the end of 2010. "It is a way to be able to be suitable for compensating for the twenty of part of the Spanish contingent "that had been dedicated to Protection Force Protection."

On October 19 a NATO com- mander said Italy, Germany and Turkey are willing to keep their military in Afghanistan. (Photo on P4)"